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THE UAE IS OVER: 
GAVIRIA TOOK THE 2ND 
PLACE IN THE LAST 
STAGE, MARTIN CLOSES 
7TH OVERALL

UAE Tour, Gazprom Rusvelo: 
Stepan Kurianov brings the 
intermediate sprint jersey home!

The racing season in Europe 
has begun with two classics
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The UAE is over: Gaviria took the 2nd place 
in the last stage, Martin closes 7th overall 

The sprints of the UAE Tour are never sure, so much so that the last stage of the Emirati race (Dubai Safari Park-City Wak, 145 
km) gave the third different winner in as many sprints: Sam Bennett (Bora-Hansgrohe) shot ahead of the team’s Fernando Gaviria 
heading to the line. The UAE Team Emirates cyclist took second place for the second time, a haul embellished by the success 
achieved in the stage to the Abu Dhabi Big Flag.

Stephens and Marzano directed the effective team 
work in the final stage, with Laengen making the con-
tribution at the head of the group before Troia getting 
into action. Kristoff took over for Gaviria within the last 
kilometre. Considering the strong wind that blew in the 
final 400-metre straight, the Norwegian’s lead-out was 
recious with Gaviria tucked in his wheel. Only Bennett 
spoiled the party. Of note is that Kristoff, after launching 
Gaviria, crossed the line in fourth place. 
“The sprint was made very difficult by the strong hea-
dwind,” explained Gaviria. “I tried to stay as much as 
possible in the slipstream and I waited until the final 
metres to go: when I launched, I immediately realised 
that Bennett was faster. It’s a pity I did not get a se-
cond victory, but I think it’s important to thank all my 
team-mates for the great job they’ve done today“.
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The racing season in Europe 
has begun with two classics 
The first weekend of races in Belgium is ended. The team has lined up young and expe-
rienced riders to get a mixture of strength and experience. Some news from the guys 
after the races (Homloop Het Nieusblad and Kuurne Brussel Kuurne)
Jasper Philipsen said: “ So, my first Classics weekend is over. I return home with a bag 
full of new experiences. Tastes for more! Thanks for the support”. Marco Marcato said: 
“the Belgium remember me what it s mean race at the north, happy with my perfor-
mance and the team. Medical report about the colombian sprinter Sebastian Molano 
who had a bad crash during the Omloop Het Nieuwsblad: “ he suffered a fracture of the 
base of the thumb. Thus the medical staff will soon evaluate If he will need a surgery.
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